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Abstract 
 The development of country showcases as very 
undiscovered potential underscores the need to 
investigate them. Marketers in the course of recent 
decades, with imaginative methodologies, have 
endeavoured to comprehend and tap rural markets. 
Some of their endeavours paid off and numerous 
business sectors still a riddle. Provincial promoting is 
a developing idea, and as a piece of any economy, 
has undiscovered potential; marketers have 
understood the open door as of late. Change in 
foundation and achieve, guarantee a brilliant future 
for those planning to go country. Rural customers 
are excited about marked merchandise these days, 
so the market measure for items and administrations 
appears to have prospered. The rural populace has 
demonstrated a pattern of moving to a condition of 
progressive urbanization regarding introduction, 

propensities, ways of life, and in conclusion, 
utilization examples of merchandise and ventures. In 
this way, there are risks on focusing more on the 
country clients. Decreasing the item includes so as to 
bring down costs is a hazardous diversion to play. 
Rural purchasers get a kick out of the chance to take 
after the urban example of living. To take the 
upside of these openings, an uncommon showcasing 
system 'Country Marketing' has risen. This paper tries 
to comprehend the significance of rural promoting 
and status of rural market. The fundamental point 
of the examination to watch the possibility of Indian 
rural markets and discover different issues are being 
looked by rural marketer. 
Keywords: Rural Market, FMCG, Rural Consumers, 
Rural Marketers 

 

Introduction 

 As indicated by the third yearly version of Accenture Research, "Experts of Rural Markets: From 

Touch focuses to Trust focuses - Winning over India's Aspiring Rural Consumers," provincial buyers 

are especially seeking or endeavouring to buy marked, astounding items. Subsequently, 

organizations in India are hopeful about development of the nation's country customer markets, 

which is relied upon to be quicker than urban shopper markets. The report features the better 

systems administration among country customers and their propensity to proactively look for data 

by means of huge number sources to be better educated while settling on buy choices. Essentially, 

the more extensive reach of media and telecom administrations has given data to India's rural 

customers and is impacting their buy choices. In accordance with general pattern, country 

customers are advancing towards a more extensive idea of significant worth gave by items and 

administrations which includes parts of cost joined with utility, feel and includes, and not simply 

low costs.  

 The hinterlands in India comprise of around 650,000 towns. These towns are occupied by 

around 850 million shoppers compensating for around 70 for every penny of populace and 

contributing around half of the nation's Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Utilization designs in these 

country zones are step by step changing to progressively look like the utilization examples of urban 

zones. Some of India's biggest purchaser organizations serve 33% of their buyers from rural India. 
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Attributable to a positive changing utilization incline and in addition the potential size of the 

market, country India gives a huge and appealing venture open door for privately owned 

businesses. 

 
Market size 

 India’s per capita GDP in rural regions has grown-up at a Compound Annual Growth Rate 

(CAGR) of 6.2 per cent since year 2000. The Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) sector in rural 

and semi-urban India is expected to cross US$ 20 billion mark by 2018 and attainUS$ 100 billion by 

2025. 

 

Rural Marketing in India 

 Following are a portion of the significant ventures and advancements in the Indian country 

division. 

 India's joblessness rate has declined to 4.8 for each penny in February 2017 stood out from 9.5 

for every penny in August 2016, in view of the Government's extended fixation towards nation 

occupations and the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) 

plot. 

 The Ministry of Rural Development is hoping to accomplish its yearly focused on length of 

48,812 kilometers of rural roads by March 31, 2017 under the Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak 

Yojana (PMGSY), which has achieved a finish phase of 67.53 for each penny (32,963 kms) as on 

January 27, 2017. 

 The National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) plans to give around 

200,000 purpose of-offer (PoS) machines in 100,000 towns and appropriate RuPay cards to 

more than 34 million ranchers crosswise over India, to empower ranchers to attempt cashless 

exchanges. 

What makes rural marketing attractive? 

 The developing open door in the country’s rural markets is no uncertainty the prime factor. 

The rural request has been developing quickly and its creation has been improving lately. The 

expanded wage/obtaining energy of the country buyer and the enhanced pay dissemination has 

improved rural interest for a few items. Better access to numerous cutting edge items/brands has 

added to this development. 

Heat of competition in the Urban Market, A Stronger Driver:  

 The open door in the country showcase turns into all the more rosier when the corporate see it 

in mix with the developing rivalry in the urban markets. The warmth of rivalry in the urban market 

really fills in as the more grounded driver behind the developing enthusiasm of corporate in the 

rural Market. The way that the rural market is still to a great extent an undiscovered and virgin 

market and the way that the early contestants can tap it without facing extraordinary rivalry as on 

account of the urban market, makes the country showcase all the more appealing to them. 

 Corporate have been finding the going progressively intense in the urban market, particularly 

for items in regard of which entrance levels are as of now high. For instance, entrance level for 

toothpaste in the urban market has now achieved near 80 percent. Interestingly, it is underneath 

30 percent in the country showcase. Clearly, any considerable further development in the item can 

come just from the country showcase. In addition, in the urban market, numerous shoppers have 

been utilizing specific toothpaste for a long while and have settled down to the brand, its flavour 

and different qualities. They can't be relied upon to switch their brands effectively. Conversely, in 
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provincial territories, there are considerable measures of first-time clients of toothpaste whom the 

organizations can tap from the scratch. Various Companies have adequately taken to the rural 

market generally. It can be seen from the demonstrate that various associations/organizations 

have formally taken to the generally common market e. It can be seen from the FMCG class, half 

of the pay of Hindustan Lever and Colgate starts from the nation publicize. By virtue of various 

diverse associations too, the totally open records for a critical segment (25-30 percent) of the 

total arrangements. It can in like manner be seen that around one-fifth of pharma bargains occur 

in the common India. For Glaxo, the degree is hardly higher at around 25 percent. In respect of 

high – evaluated durables, around one-fourth of the TV bargains happen in nation India; Kinetic 

offers around 30 percent of its bicycles, Toyota just about half of its vehicles and Hero Honda 40 

percent of its bikes. 

Tapping the Rural Markets 

 While country India constitutes an appealing and sizeable market, firms need to endeavour 

hard to secure it. For, the market swarms with an assortment of issues. The firm needs to think 

about them and find imaginative arrangements. Basically in each assignment of showcasing, rural 

promoting represents some exceptional issues. 

Objectives  

 To gain an understanding of rural Marketing. 

 To identify the challenges facing by the Marketers 

 To study the opportunities for rural Marketing. 

Scope  

 The study is embraced to evaluate the difficulties and open doors for Rural Marketing part of 

organisation in building up the country Marketing and contributing towards to the monetary 

improvement of India. 

Opportunities of Rural Marketing 

 The rural market has been becoming steadily finished the previous couple of years and is 

currently significantly greater than the urban market. The sparing to salary rate in provincial 

territory is 30% higher than urban region. At introduce 53% of all FMCGs and 59% of customers 

durables are being sold in provincial zone. Real open doors accessible in country showcase are: 

 Enhance in literacy rate: Literacy rate is increasing in rural areas. According to census 2011 it 
understood that there are more graduates in rural than in urban India. This brings social and 
cultural changes in buying behaviour of the rural customers and more aware about national 
and international brand. Due to increase in literacy rate they get jobs in nearby towns. They 
earn urban salaries but continue to live in self owned homes in the villages, they have high 
purchasing power and prefer to buy branded product  

 Augment in disposable income and purchasing power: Projects from private companies and 
the rural employment initiatives by the Government like MNREGA (Mahatma Gandhi National 
Rural Employment Guarantee Act) schemes have given the rural population an opportunity to 
meet their daily needs. Government decided to expand the agriculture loan at lower rate of 
interest and distribute million of Kisan Credit Cards, has given a boost to the income level to 
the rural sector. According to advanced estimates of national income released by centre 
statistic organization  

 Infrastructure improving rapidly: In 50 years only, 40% villages have been connected by 
roads, in next 10 years another 30% would be connected. Rural telephone density has gone up 
by 300% in the last 10 years. Government of India is planning its most ambitious national 
program in Jan.2013 to facilitate electricity through decentralized renewable energy sources. 
The government aims to provide LED lights to around 400million homes that do not have an 
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electricity connection by 2017. Rapid development of rural infrastructure is also major 
attraction for marketers. 

 Increase population and hence increase in demand: The rural market in India is monstrous 
and scattered and offers an a lot of chances conversely with the urban territory. It covers the 
most outrageous people and districts and thus, the best number of customers. More than 80% 
of nation grandstands in India still don't approach any sort of dealt with promoting and 
scattering. 

 IT diffusion in Rural India: Today’s rural children and youth will grow up in an environment 

where they have data access‟ to training openings, openings for work, government plans, and 
overall news and mindi costs. Rural regions offer an incredible potential for development in 
web use with the quantity of asserted web clients in these spaces to be come to at 45million 
by Dec. 2012, as indicated by the current IMRB overview, led together with web and Mobile 
Association of India (IMAI). The quantity of guaranteed web clients has seen an aggravated 
yearly development rate of 73% since Dec. 2010. As the electronic ethos and IT culture moves 
into provincial India, the likelihood of progress are getting to be obvious. 

 Reduction of risk during recession: It has been observed that organisations which carter both 
urban and provincial markets handle the subsidence in the better way. The requests for 
products in the urban market frequently take after a cyclic while in the rustic market it is 
relentless. So organizations can defend themselves from the hurtful impacts of subsidence 
subsequent to entering in the provincial market. 

Challenges of Rural Marketing  

 Deprived people and deprived markets: The number of individuals beneath the neediness line 

has not diminished in any considerable way. Hence, needy individuals and therefore immature 

markets describe rural markets. A dominant part of provincial individuals is custom bound, and 

they additionally confront issues, for example, conflicting electrical power, rare foundation 

and temperamental phone framework, and political-business affiliations that obstruct 

improvement endeavours. 

 Lack of communication facilities: Indeed, even today, most towns in the nation are difficult 

to reach amid the rainstorm. An extensive number of towns in the nation have no entrance to 

phones. Other correspondence framework is additionally exceedingly immature. 

 Transport: Numerous provincial regions are not associated by rail transport. Numerous streets 

have been inadequately surfaced and got seriously harmed amid rainstorm. The utilization of 

bullock trucks is inescapable even today. Camel trucks are utilized as a part of Rajasthan and 

Gujarat in both provincial and urban areas. 

 Many languages and vernaculars: The languages and vernaculars vary from state to state, 

locale to area and most likely from region to region. Since messages must be conveyed in the 

neighbourhood dialect, it is troublesome for the marketers to plan limited time techniques for 

every one of these zones. Offices, for example, telephone, wire and fax are less created in 

towns adding to the correspondence issues looked by the marketers. 

 Distributed markets: Rural population is scattered over a substantial land territory. What's 

more, it is relatively difficult to guarantee the accessibility of a brand everywhere throughout 

the nation. Area fairs are intermittent and periodic in nature. Producers and retailers favour 

such events, as they permit more prominent perceivability and catch the consideration of the 

intended interest group for bigger ranges of time. Promoting in such a profoundly 

heterogeneous market is likewise extremely costly. 

 Low per capita Income: The per capita income of rural people is low when contrasted with 

the urban individuals. In addition, request in rural markets relies upon the agrarian 

circumstance, which thus relies upon the storms. In this way, the request isn't steady or 

normal. Henceforth, the per capita wage is low in towns contrasted and urban regions. 
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 Low levels of literacy: The level of proficiency is bringing down contrasted and urban 

territories. This again prompts an issue of correspondence in these rural areas. Print medium 

becomes incapable and to a degree superfluous, since its span is poor. 

 Prevalence of spurious brands and seasonal demand: For any branded product, there are a 

large number of neighbourhood variations, which are less expensive and subsequently more 

attractive. Likewise, because of lack of education, the buyer can scarcely make out a 

deceptive brand from a unique one. Rural purchasers are mindful in purchasing and their 

choices are moderate, they by and large give an item a trial and simply after entire fulfilment 

they get it once more. 

 Warehousing problem: Warehousing facilities in the form of godowns are not accessible in 

rural India. The accessible godowns are not legitimately kept up to keep merchandise in 

appropriate conditions. This is a noteworthy issue in view of which the warehousing cost 

increments in rural India. 

 Problems in sales force management: Sales force generally hesitant to work in rural regions. 

The languages and vernaculars fluctuate from state to state, locale to area, and likely from 

region to region. Since messages must be conveyed in the local languages, it is troublesome for 

sale force to speak with the rural customers. Sales force thinks that it is hard to acclimate to 

the rural environment and facilities accessible in rural regions. 

 Distribution problem: These numerous levels increment the cost of conveyance. Rural markets 

typically signify the means of complex calculated difficulties that specifically convert into high 

dissemination costs. Bad roads, insufficient warehousing and absence of good wholesalers act 

like real issues to the marketers. 

Conclusion 

 The study concluded that rural India offers huge opportunities which companies can tap for 

their growth and development. A vast untapped opportunity is available in the Indian rural market 

but marketer unable to tap these opportunities because of lack of infrastructure facilities at the 

initial stages however, Organisations confronted numerous difficulties in handling the rural 

markets. Later there was a quick advancement in framework every one of these open doors pull in 

organisations to target rural market. With some technologies breakthrough in distribution and 

marketing of products in rural India, companies in rural market earned more profits, market share, 

etc. Rural market has become a greater future prospect for the marketers and there are many 

opportunities available for them in rural markets. As literacy rate in rural area is increasing. 

Number of middle and higher income household in rural India had rapid growth lead to an 

extended opportunity for the marketers 
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